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OPENING LEGAL SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF OF ORION NEW 
ZEALAND LIMITED 

INTRODUCTION 

1 These legal submissions are provided on behalf of Orion New 
Zealand Limited (Orion).  

2 Orion is a submitter (3720) and further submitter (F-5049) on the 
Chapter 11 Utilities, Energy and Infrastructure, Chapter 8 
Subdivision, Development and Earthworks, and Chapter 9 Natural 
and Cultural Heritage proposals as part of Stage 3 of the proposed 
Christchurch Replacement District Plan (proposed District Plan).   

3 Orion submitted evidence from the following witnesses: 

3.1 Mr Shane Watson, in relation to Orion’s operations; 

3.2 Ms Penelope Lemon, in relation to planning;  

3.3 Ms Clare Kelly, in relation to cultural heritage issues; and 

3.4 Mr Andrew Craig, in relation to landscape issues.  

SUMMARY 

4 Orion filed a joint memorandum of counsel with the Christchurch 
City Council (Council) on 27 January 2016 (the joint memorandum).  
That joint memorandum records that Orion supports the Council’s 
revised proposal (as contained in evidence and attached to the 
opening legal submissions of counsel) subject to two further matters 
that were agreed following the lodgement of evidence: 

4.1 The wording of proposed rule 9.1.2.2.3 RD3; and 

4.2 A new permitted activity rule in respect of new electricity 
distribution lines and support structure in the Rural Amenity 
Landscape. 

5 These submissions will provide a brief overview of the key points of 
Orion’s relief and give more explicit explanation as to Orion’s 
support for the Council’s position.   

ORION’S INTERESTS IN THE NATURAL AND CULTURAL 
HERITAGE PROPOSAL 

6 Orion has interests in several aspects of this proposal – sections 
9.1, 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4 as well as the relevant parts of chapters 8 and 
11 considered as part of the natural and cultural heritage hearing.   
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Chapter 11 and 9 
7 Orion sought better integration between chapters 11 and 9 than was 

originally drafted in the notified proposal.  Orion considered that the 
rules relating to utilities within natural and cultural heritage areas 
should be all contained either in chapter 11 or chapter 9.   

8 Orion considers that the revised proposal attached to Ms Jenkin’s 
rebuttal evidence represents a significant improvement in the 
integration between those two chapters, and provides clarity 
between the relationship between chapter 9 and chapter 11.  

Chapter 9.1 
9 Orion sought that necessary indigenous vegetation clearance 

associated with the replacement, repair, maintenance or minor 
upgrading of utilities be permitted.  This has been achieved through 
the Council’s revised proposal and is supported by Orion.  

10 The Council has proposed a new rule – 9.1.2.2.3 RD3 in relation to 
indigenous vegetation clearance within and outside of sites of 
ecological significance for the purposes of new or upgrades to 
strategic infrastructure, including access tracks.  Orion supports this 
new rule, as noted in the joint memorandum of counsel, subject to 
inclusion of reference to utilities as recommended by Ms Hogan in 
evidence.1  

11 Orion also sought relief relating to development within the road 
reserve. Ms Lemon addresses this matter at paragraph 11 of her 
evidence. Orion is no longer pursuing this relief.  

Chapter 9.2 / Chapter 11 
12 Many of Orion’s distribution assets are located in a range of 

landscape zones and overlays across the district.  Orion sought that 
development of new utilities within the Rural Amenity Landscape be 
permitted activities. As discussed by Mr Craig, the presence of 
distribution lines is a common and normal feature of the Banks 
Peninsula and Port Hills rural landscape and can properly be 
permitted within the Rural Amenity Landscape.  Following further 
discussions, Orion reached agreement with the Council that such a 
permitted activity rule could be included in the Plan, and the 
proposed drafting of this rule is attached to the joint memorandum.  
This drafting amends Chapter 11 (Rule 11.3.2.1).  

Chapter 9.3 
13 As explained by Mr Watson, Orion owns six working substations 

proposed for heritage listing and two other buildings that are no 
longer part of the operational electricity distribution network that 
are also proposed to be listed as heritage buildings.  Orion does not 

                                            
1  Transcript, 19 January 2016, page 222.  
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oppose the listing of these buildings however, it sought specific 
exemptions for the activities undertaken in its working substations. 
Ms Kelly’s evidence is that repair, replacement, minor upgrading 
and maintenance of electricity distribution assets within these 
substations will not have any material effect on the heritage fabric 
of these buildings.   

14 Orion has reached agreement with the Council to include clause 
9.3.3.1.7 in ‘How to Use the Rules’ which provides for those works 
within Orion’s substations.  This drafting is reflected in Ms 
Rachlin’s rebuttal evidence and is supported by Orion.  Orion also 
supports the simplification of chapter 9.3 and the reliance on 
Chapter 11 for matters such as works within heritage settings.  

Chapter 9.4 
15 Orion’s other main point of relief in respect of chapter 9.4 was the 

inclusion of additional permitted activity standards relating to tree 
trimming and pruning in accordance with the Electricity (Hazards 
from Trees) Regulations 2003.  The Council has accepted this 
submission, and Orion supports the revised drafting of these 
provisions contained in the revised chapter submitted alongside 
counsel for Council’s opening legal submissions.  

16 Orion also submitted on the rules relating to utility works within the 
dripline of significant trees.  Ms Rachlin’s rebuttal and revised 
version of the proposal included reference to Chapter 11.2  This 
resolves Orion’s concerns and provides appropriately for utility 
works within the dripline of a significant tree. 

CONCLUSION  

17 Orion supports the revised version of the proposal contained in the 
rebuttal evidence of Council witnesses and as attached to the 
opening legal submission of counsel for the Council, as amended 
through the joint memorandum dated 27 January 2016.  

18 Orion respectfully requests that the Panel accept the proposal as 
contained in those documents, and considers that it appropriately 
provides for Orion’s ongoing and efficient operations in the district.   

                                            
2  Advice Note 9.4.3.1.4(d).  
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Dated:         2 February 2016 

 

_______________________________ 
JM Appleyard 
Counsel for Orion New Zealand Limited 

 


